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Rock art studies in Sout h Africa th ese days probably has 
th e most sophisticated th eore ti ca l underpinn ing in the 
archaeolog ica l corpu s. The art can for the most part he 
explained in a sophi stic;ltcd manner in terms o f the 
cosmology oft he painters. In contra st, our under~tand ing 
of other aspects such as stone artcf~Jc t s, "hethcr o f ~ tylc 
or fu nction. is still somewhat limited . Yet . there an: 
iss ues that ca n be improved upon. 

In 1998. Johan Binneman recommended in this 
journal that tracing o f rock art should require a permit 
similar to the requirement for C:\cavating. Since then. 
hm\e\ cr. there appears to h:n e been little di-.cus-.il)n nn 
this iss ue . And it is an issue. Pa int a:- \\ell a-. the ... urf<Jcc-. 
the) arc painted on can be f'ragi lc ami pose probiL'm-. fnr 
the ine:-,:pcrt tracer. In file t, thcrL' arc stnrico.; :dllHll 
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particular paintings that have been marked or damaged 
by members of the public wanting their own cop ies and 
for whom photography is not enough. Repeated tracing 
cou ld also induce problems. It is therefore difficult to 
limit tracing when there are no guidelines in place. By 
making tracing dependent upon a permit, we can 
establish a set of standards for its control. This should 
also apply to rock engravings a lthough at first it may 
seem that they are more durable being carved in stone 
and lying in the open. Other forms of co ntact activities 
are relevant here such as making latex moulds, rubbing, 
marking with chalk, etc. Furthermore, if local comm
unities, whether farmers or farm workers, are to be 
trained to act as custodians of rock art sites and to ur 
guides, a base line of good practice needs to be 
estab lished . It is not only tracing that needs a set of 
standards. Museum storage, particularly of art mobilier, 
needs guidelines as well as the handling of such objects. 
Perhaps members of ASAPA should make a start in 
discussing these issues. If we want a professional asso
ciation, we need to be held accountable to profess ional 
standards. 

One point that needs emphasising, this recom
mendation is not anti-amateur. There are ski lled amateur 
archaeologists who would make expert tracers just as 
there are professional archaeologists who have no ta lent 
for this activity. Each application sho uld be judged on 
the merits of the individual and not simply his general 
archaeologica l qualification. 

Apart from these practical issues, there are other 
issues facing the rock art community that need careful 
thought. The establishment of rock art as a tourist 
drawcard will put se lected s ites under additional stress. 
Rock paintings weather and expos ing them to large 
numbers of visitors can result in them fading faster 

than under natural conditions. The examp le of Lascaux 
is particularly pertinent. What does one do? Move to 
another site or do we consider the conservation of such 
sites by re-pa inting them? This is a controversial 
question and obvious ly needs much discussion but the 
sooner a decision is reached the better. 

The development of rock art and archaeological 
tourist centres lead to other issues relating to the tourism 
experience that are too detailed to dea l with here. These 
include community involvement, the economic sustain
ability of such centres, the type of educational programs 
available and their assessment relative to the type of 
v isi tor one can expect, the quality and monitoring oftour 
guides, the authenticity of the programs, etc. 

Promoting large scale access to rock art wi ll be a 
challenging task. It can only be made easier if we have 
proper ethical guidelines for its curation, conservation 
and popularization. 

L. Jacobson 
McGregor Museum, 
Kimberley. 

and 

Department of Anthropology, 
University of the Free State, 
Bloemfontein. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA 

By Peter Mitchell. 2002. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press . (African Editi on). 
Cambridge Africa Collection limited for sale in countries in sub-Saharan Africa . pp. 5 I 5. 

M.W. SCHOEMAN 

Department of Archaeology, School of Geography, Archaeology 
and Environmental Studies, University of the Witwatersrand, 
Private Bag 3, P.O. Wits 2050. Johannesburg, South Africa 

I, and probably many other young academics, agree to 
review books, because in return we are allowed to keep the 
review copies of these books. Our 'mercenary' attitude to 
book reviews is the result of the cost of books in southern 
Africa. Imported academic books are expensive, due to 
unfavourable exchange rates, and local taxation of imported 
books. The cost of books not only affects individuals, many 
southern African University libraries can simply not afford 
to purchase new books and pay their journal subscription 
fees. This removes southern African scholars, from the 
academic information network, and has dire implications 
for the quality of knowledge our graduates acquire. In the 
light of this. the publication of this volume as part of the 
(cheaper) paperback Cambridge Africa Collection, which 
is limited for sa le in southern Africa, is heartening. 

The Archaeology of Southern Africa is substantial, and 
Mitchell was courageous to undertake a synthesis of 
southern African archaeology. as this is a perilous ende
avour. Irrespective of the balance of the text as a whole, 
there is bound to be focus on. and criticisms of the in
clusion or exclusion of data, and interpretation of nuances. 
I feel myself only qualified to critique the farmer archaeo
logy section. which forms a smal l portion of the volume. 

Consequently, I decided to (mostly) refrain from 
discussing inclusions of particular data sets, and to rather 
examine how data is presented. 

I start \\'ith the obvious. This is a clearly written, and 
laid out. synthesis of southern African archaeology. It 
engages with the main data sets and debates. It, obviously, 
is impossible for Mitchell to have knowledge of, never 
mind \\rite about. every topic , debate and discovery in 
southern Africa. Consequently, there arc omissions. An 
example from my research area. the Shashe I ,i mpopo 
C onflucncc i\ rca. is Calabrese's d iscovcry of the collli nu ity 
of Zhizo settlements in the Limpopo valley. after the 
Leopard's Kopjc people occ upi ed the area. These K2 period 
Zhizo settlements arc marked by a new ceramic tradition, 

Leokwe Zhizo, which combines K2 design clements with 
Zhizo decoration techniques (Calabrese 2000a & b) . I am 
sure that there are other oversights in other research field s. 
This is to be expected, and does not detract from the value 
of the contribution. 

The book follows the traditional divisions of Stone Age 
(Chapters 3 to 7), San Rock Art (Chapter 8), Pastorali st 
(Chapter 9), Farmer (Chapters I 0 to 12) and Hi storical 
Archaeology (Chapters 13 and 14). These topics arc 
organized in chronology-based succession. On one level 
this organization succeeds, and results in an elegant fl ow of 
narrative. On another, these categories perpetuate an 
illusion of isolated and bounded communities who lived in 
different 'Ages· . Thi s arrangement complicated the 
placement of the sections on interaction between farmers 
and hunter-gatherers. By sub-summing these into the farmer 
chapters, the arrangem ent directly contradicts the tc:\t, 
which argues "it is by no means clear that contac t per sc 
should, as the revisionists suggest, produce relations of 
dominance and subordination" (Mitchell 2002:224 ). The 
current layout creates the impress ion that contact took place 
in the 'farmer' period. thereby implying that fanners set the 
interaction age nda. 

Due to historical processes. uncl crdcvclopmcnt. a~ \\CII 

as long-term conflict in some countries. there are variations 
in the intensity with which archaeology in different parts or 
southern Afri ca has been stucliccl. This is reflected in the 
data synthes ized here . I did, however, find the \Oiumc to be 
rather South Africa centric. I was disappointed not to sec 
more discussion on research from other parts of southern 
Africa. as the title implies. The bias in inclusion might, 
partly stern from Mitchell's prccli spositiontO\\imlsi\nglop
honc publications. I counted less than tcnnon-i\nglophonc 
titles in the bibliography. 

In spite of dealing \\ ith the ·archaeological data· 
comprehensive!). this volume ~ccms to be theoretical I) 
uncritical ami un-rootcd. This approach allm\ s Mitchrllto 
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separate and compartmentalize the political and the archae
ological, which ignores that southern African archaeology 
and politics have been intertwined. Most southern African 
archaeologists no longer attempt to pretend that their work 
is not influenced by the socio-political situation. Mitchell's 
non-engagement might be the result of his location in 
Britain. He is on the outside looking in. This neutrality is in 
sharp contrast with the most recent South African 
undergraduate archaeology textbook: Martin Hall's Arch
aeo logy Africa, which is located on the inside and deeply 
influenced by the theoretical and political. The pairing of 
these two texts, Mitchell's concrete data synthesis and Hall's 
more political and theoretical content, forms the perfect 
undergraduate teaching duo. 

It is in this field of facilitating the teaching and learning 
of archaeology, that this book is most valuable. The simple 
language and arrangement will help newcomers to the 
discipline . The comprehensive inclusion of data and refer
ences, means that more advanced students can employ this 

volume as an entry into debates, or research questions they 
are exploring. At R 190.00, for a paperback edition, some of 
these students might even be able to buy their own copies . 
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THE FIGURED LANDSCAPE OF ROCK-ART: 
LOOKING AT PICTURES IN PLACE 

By Christopher Chippindale and George Nash (eds). Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, UK, 2004. ISBN 0 521 52424 5. 

ANDREW SALOMON 

Rock Art Research Institute, School of Geography, Archaeology 
and Environmental Studies, University of the Witwatersrand 
Private Bag 3, P.O. Wits 2050, Johannesburg, South Africa 

This book serves as a companion to The Archaeology of 
Rock Art (Cambridge University Press , 1998). The earlier 
publication focussed on the archaeological aspect of rock 
art, approaching rock art as a material record of the past. 
Drawing together research from numerous scholars, this 
vo lume emphasi zes the importance ofthe landscape where 
rock art occ urs - both the geographica l location and the 
placement of images in a site, as well as its spiritual 
dimensions. 

In the introductory essay, Christopher Chippindale and 
George Nash suggest that the immovability of rock art 
pictu res as permanent markers in the landscape is a centra l 
strength and also a central concern, both on large scale and 
also in and arou nd a rock art panel. They note the 
difficu lties presented by uncertain chronology, but argue
\\ ith examples from ac ross the world - that these are 
compensated for by the certainty of rock art being fixed in 
place. giv ing a finn sta rting poi nt for research . Recent 
trends in landscape archaeo logy that are pertinent to rock 
art studies are examined, fo ll owed by a discuss ion of 
informt:d and informal methods for studying rock art, as 
\\ell as definitions and research practical ities. Finally, the 

authors present the rational and structure of the book, 
noting that although the majority of the contributions favour 
informed research methods, collective patterns emerging 
from the informed methods can be used to build formal 
methods that can be applied over a broad range of study. 
The book is divided into four parts, the first dealing with 
the principles of landscape and rock art in practice: 

Paul Tac;:on and Sven Ouzman investi gate areas of 
commonality between rock art in topographically compar
able areas of so uthern Africa and northern Australia. Rock 
art imagery demonstrates how hunter-gatherers experienced 
and understood the world and rock art sites - and the rock 
itself, function as places where worlds ofextra-ordi nary and 
'ord inary ' existence come together. 
When attempting to interpret ancient cultural landscapes, 
the need for including a spiritual dimension found in oral 
traditions is add ressed by Daniel Arsenault. Demonstrating 
that some 'object ive' models of analysis and interpretation 
fail in capturing the world view of Native Peoples of 
Canada. lie includes theoretical, methodological and 
practical aims to be included when studying sacred 
landscapes. 



William Hyder discusses the use of locational analys is 
in rock art studies. This formal methodology for analysing 
the location of rock art in the landscape relies strongly on 
awareness by researchers ofthe scale ofthc system that will 
be studied. and a correlation between the questions asked 
and the data collected. 

Reporting and studying the immensely varied phys ical 
scales encountered in rock art research can be a substantial 
challenge. Christopher Cl1ippindale proposes a ncxible 
framework aimed at greater unity. The author demonstrates 
that employing four physical scales of rock art, each linked 
to a particular aspect of rock art study, can be useful when 
dea ling with the varied physical scales encountered in rock 
art research. 

Relating examples from western North America and 
European Upper Palaeolithic rock art, James Keyser and 
George Poetschat i nvcst igate the rock surface not just as a 
neutral canvas, but from the viewpoint that it was selected 
for natural features that were incorporated in the art. They 
demonstrate the interplay between the rock surface of an 
individual rock art panel and the images thereon, just as 
rock at1 exists at distinctive points on the varied surface of 
the eat1h. 

Using Gestaltung - described here as the physical acts 
whereby a landscape is changed as it is endowed with 
meaning, Tilman Lenssen-Erz develops a systematics of 
landscape focusing on the Brand berg, the foremost rock-art 
area in Namibia. Elements of the landscape setting for rock 
art arc used in this way to demonstrate the human choices 
and decisions leading to motifs occurring at particular 
places. panels and locations . 

Part Two explores opportunities and applications 
associated with informed methods of studying rock art: 
Bruno David discusses the emergence of late Holocene 
symbolism in north-east Australia, making use of 
excavation data, ethnography and direct dating of the rock 
art . Images of particular animals used to mark the landscape 
emerges in the late Holocene and are linked to how the 
landscape was experienced by hunter-gatherers, and how 
this experience is reflected in both the rock art and its 
location in the landscape. Landscape components were 
employed in the rock art , expressed by patterns of 
continuity and change in the representati on of anim als in 
the rock art over tim e. 

With extensive usc of ethnography, Josephine Fl ood 
explores the \\a)' in \\ hic h rock art - in th e extra dim ension 
of meaning created by the pl ac ing of images. helps to 
explain and map the land of Abo ri ginal Australia . The ideas 
of 'Dreaming' and 'Dreaming Trac ks' in Aborigi nnl 
religion, the landscape. and rock art arc demonstrated to 
influence intcm ovcn relationships bct\\'ee n sites and 
between figures in a site. In this living tradi tion. th e 
signifi cance of roc k art and the landscape continues from 
the Drcamtimc to the present and future. 

Lawrence Loendorf investigates the Din" oocl y roc k 
engravings in the high mountnins of Wyoming. l ie argues 
that the petroglyphs fo ll ow a pattern of distributi on in the 
landscape according to their elevation <mel tlwt th e choice 
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of images is in nucnccd by the Shoshone wo rl d-view 
acco rding to what power is traditionally seen to inhabit a 
part ic ular landscape. 

Why does one si te d i ffcr from the landscape pattern of 
others in an area? David Whitl ey, Johannes Loubscr and 
Don 1-Iann explore the central signifi cance of symbolic 
meaning aga inst the backdrop of the Modoc Pl ateau in 
western North America. Landscape, along wi th bei ng a 
phys ical place, has conceptual and symbolic clements 
ascribed to it. Ethnography linking roc k art to shamanism 
reveal s variable conceptuali sations that innucncc the 
complexity and form s of sacred landscapes. 

Benjamin Smith and Geoffrey Blunde ll demonstrate the 
considerable vari ation between cultures in their expe ri ence 
and perception of landscape, and that researchers may 
unwittingly fall prey to hi storic all y situated western percep
tions concerning landscape. Applying landscape metho
dology to three rock art traditions from northern South 
Africa, the authors demonstrate that, without ethnography, 
a landscape rock art study of this area wo uld not be ve ry 
useful. They caution against treating landscape as a 
straightforward given , and bestowing it a position above 
other approaches . 

Part Three explores opportuniti es and applications 
associated with form al methods of study ing rock art : 

Knut Hclskog examines rock carvings at A Ita in far 
northern Norway - interpreting panels as large-scale 
compositions serving as phys ical model s of the landscape 
that also incorporate time. Knowl edge of the Sami is 
incorporated as the author in vestigates the different 
elements of the stories these rock carvings represent. A long 
with phys ical features of the landscape re presented in the 
panels there are cl ements of actors, pl ace and ti me 
reflecting cyclical transformation s of the landscape. 

The relationship between spiritual places and their 
setting in the Canadi an Shield area is the setting for Daniel 
Arsenault's second contribution. Drawing from Algonkian 
ethnography and ethnohistorical knowledge - combined 
with rock art and archaeo logica l evidence, <1 distinct pattern 
in the placement , exec uti on and depiction (or absence 
thereof) of the rock art, emerges. This appronch proves to 
be significantly more useful th an simpli stic ass umpti ons of 
relati onships be tween primiti ve peop le and ecosystem. 

A ndrca Area in vestiga tes topographic clements in 
Alpine roc k art from the french Maritime Alps. These 
compelling engrav ings. wi th features of fi e ld s. settlements 
and agri cultu ral landscnpcs ns they arc seen from above, arc 
placed in a regional chronology of agri cultural pattcms that 
diffused from the southern to the central Alps. The~ arc 
suggested to represent n conce ptuali sed topogmphy of a 
lanclscnpc o f human terr itory. expressing social values of 
ownership nnd marking of thc landscape. 

Part Four is entitled ·Pictu res of pictu res· and contains 
the fin al cont ri bution. George Na-.h. Lindsc) Nash and 
Christopher Chi ppindale present <1 photogr<tphic cssa_:. I he 
reader is taken to rock art sites in the Campo I amciro 
va lley in no t1h-\\'cstern Spain -a journ~y through di rrcrent 
spatial perspect ives, from exp;msi' e \\ide-angle' ie\\., right 
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up to individual images, experienced at different times of 
day. A striking visual phenomenology is produced, made all 
the more commendable considering it was created in a 
small basement in Cambridge. 

The Figured Landscape of Rock-A11 : Looking at Pictures 
in Place, provides an extensive investigation into 

looking at rock images on an unmoveab le surface at a fi xed 
place. Thi s may seem obvious and simp listi c at first glance, 
but the contributions in this publicat ion have effect ively 
demonstrated the advantages and value of incorporating 
landscape in roc k art research. The book is recommended 
reading to a ll who are interested in rock art stud ies. 

RESEARCHING AFRICA'S PAST. NEW CONTRIBUTIONS 
FROM BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGISTS 

By Mitchell , P. , Haouar, A. & Hobart, J. 2003 .. Oxford University School 
of Archaeo logy Monograph 57. 152 pp, illustrated. 

ANDREW B. SMITH 

Department of Archaeology, University of Cape Town. 
Rondebosch 7700, South Africa 

T his book, with its rather nationalistic title, comprises 17 
papers given at a conference organised by Peter Mi tchell at 
St Hughes College in Oxford in 2002. It also includes an 
obituary for Desmond and Betty Clark, written by Ray 
Inskeep, who himself has passed away in the inte rim . The 
work documents the resurge nce of interests of a new gene
ration of A fricani st scholars, after a lacunae of about two 
decades when Africa seemed to be of less importance to 
British researchers. 

The papers are an eclectic mix, and the archaeology is 
from all over the continent. The only unifyi ng theme is the 
fact that the authors are British researchers working in 
Africa. With the single exception of a paper on the hominid 
landscapes of Makapansgat, all the papers deal with the 
either the Later Stone Age (of South Africa and Ghana), or 
more recent periods. Ten ofthe papers focus on the proto
historic or later (e.g. Aksum, Timbuktu, Engaruku, 
Buganda), showing perhaps a predilection of the younger 
generation for the hi storic periods. One paper is on fis hing 
in rock art, another on the ethnography of ostrich eggshell 
bead manufacture, and another on cu ltural resource 
management in Ethiopia. The concluding chapter by Paul 

Lane rev iews the papers offered, then goes on to deal with 
Thabo Mbeki 's Ajl-ican Renaissance, and the pros and cons 
of making use of the Afri ca's past, with the potential for 
' invented traditions' . Lane is keen fo r there to be 'several 
pasts' that allow fo r national discourses, while permitting 
change to ex ist alongs ide stabi lity, continuity and indi
genous ac hi evements. 

The papers have varying stre ngths and weaknesses, but 
all show a commendable commitment to intensive research 
in Afri ca, and the researc hers have obviously found funding 
sources to feed their interests. Lane's reasoned summary 
and comments not withstanding, thi s book is nonetheless 
written by outsiders about Afri ca. While the authors might 
be aware that they are giving 'voice to genu ine African 
li ves and accomplishments' only one Afri can scholar 
(Muringazina from Zimbabwe) contributed to the volume, 
although it is poss ible that other African students were 
among the more than I 00 attendees at the conference. 

The book is hard cover, and beautifully fi ni shed. One 
coul d onl y wish that the BAR volum es emanating fro m 
Oxford were of such fin e quality. 


